Humi-Source Plus, is compliant with NOP Rule 205.6010) (3) A. Using the terms from the criteria for this designation, we confirm the following statements:
Leonardite Products uses an extract from non-synthetic humates by hydrolysis using potassium hydroxide, at an amount limited to what is necessary for extraction. The potassium hydroxide is not used to fortify the potassium analysis.

The humates used as the base for this product comes from the Stony Creek Mine, located in Williams County, North Dakota.
The legal description of our mine location is:
T. 154 N., R. 100 W., 5th P.M. North Dakota
See. 8: NE1/4, S 1/2NW1/4, N1/2 SW ¼

This is a Federal Mine #26-1460596
Our Federal Lease is NDM 065329
The BLM division based out of Billings, MT inspects our mine quarterly.
The MSHA Mine ID # is 32-00652.
The MSHA name for the mine is Leonardite Products Mine and Mill. MSHA inspects our operation twice per year. Our ND Mine Permit, issued by the North Dakota Public Service Commission (PSC), is GRGR''()501. The PSC inspects our mine monthly and our records quarterly. This material is dried using solar means or dried at no more than 1680 F in a rotary drum dryer.

www.leonarditeproducts.com